
The FCA has published its final 
rules on the Sustainability 
Disclosure Requirements (SDR) 
and investment labels regime. 
The SDR provides for four 
sustainability labels underpinned 
by disclosure rules, a new 
anti‑greenwashing rule, and 
naming and marketing rules. 
The SDR is primarily designed 
to apply to UK authorised asset 
managers (AIFMs and UCITs 
managers) and distributors. 

The anti‑greenwashing 
rule requires all  
FCA-authorised firms 
to ensure any references to the 
ESG characteristics of products 
and services accurately reflect 
those characteristics and are 
fair, clear and not misleading. 
The FCA has published draft 
guidance to help firms 
understand and interpret 
the rule, with a deadline for 
comments of 26 January 2024.

General criteria for all labels – 
sustainability objective; minimum 
70% of assets invested in line 
with sustainability objective; 
assets selected based on robust, 
evidence‑based standard 
that’s an absolute measure of 
sustainability; KPIs measuring 
performance; governance, 
resources and investor 
stewardship requirements.  

UK SDR Quick Reference Guide

Sustainability Focus For products investing mainly in assets that are environmentally and/or socially sustainable.

Sustainability Improvers
For products investing in assets that have 
the potential to improve environmental 
and/or social sustainability over time.

Asset selection based on evidence that assets 
have the potential to improve and meet a 
robust, evidence-based standard over time.

Sustainability Impact

Firms must be able to measure the 
impact using either a qualitative or 
quantitative method.

Firms must specify a theory of change 
applied at product or asset level.

For products seeking to achieve a  
pre-defined, positive, measurable impact. 

Sustainability Mixed Goals 
For products investing in assets meeting 
two or more of the Focus, Improvers and/
or Impact criteria.

Firms must identify the proportion of assets 
meeting the criteria for each of the labels.

Asset managers can use sustainability‑related terms in their product names and 
marketing material, even where a product label is not applied, subject to certain 
conditions. For example, the sustainability characteristics of the product should be 
material for the product’s name to include a sustainability‑related term (meaning, 
for example, that at least 70% of its assets have sustainability characteristics). 

The restrictions will not apply to short factual statements that are not financial 
promotions, nor to statements in a context not intended to refer to or describe the 
sustainability characteristics.

Consumer facing Pre-contractual

Ongoing product-level 
disclosures

Entity-level disclosures

Disclosure  
type 

Scope

For products
• with a label
• without a label but that use sustainability‑related 

terms in their name or marketing

For products 
• with a label
• without a label but that use sustainability‑related 

terms in their name or marketing

For products 
• with a label
• without a label but that use sustainability‑related 

terms in their name or marketing

• Asset managers with AUM above GBP5 billion
• Smaller firms encouraged to produce 

voluntary reports    
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